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The International Conference on NeuroRehabilitation
La Granja de San Ildefonso (Segovia), Spain
October, 18-21, 2016

CALL FOR PAPERS

Restoring human motor and cognitive function has been a fascinating research area during the last century. Interfacing the human nervous system with mechatronic systems to restore neuromotor abilities is facing its crucial passage between research and actual clinical reality, enhancing the potentialities of therapists, clinicians and researchers to rehabilitate, diagnose and generate knowledge. After the success of ICNR2012 (Toledo, Spain) and ICNR2014 (Aalborg, Denmark), the 2016 International Conference on Neurorehabilitation, ICNR2016 (http://www.icnr2016.org) will aim at bringing together global research, clinical and industrial communities to a forum where the current status and future trends in Neural Rehabilitation are discussed from scientific, clinical and translational perspectives. Thus, ICNR2016 will meet researchers and students from the fields of Clinical Rehabilitation, Applied Neurophysiology and Biomedical Engineering in order to promote, feed and encourage this new area.

The program will be composed by regular, special and poster sessions, and workshops. Furthermore, plenary lectures will be given by well-known scientists in the field of NeuroRehabilitation. The program will aim at enriching the knowledge of the participants, widening their point of view on specific topics related to NeuroRehabilitation, and getting in closer contact with experts in this field.

Prospective authors will submit extended abstract contributions (2 pages). All contributions will be peer reviewed. Accepted contributions will appear in the Conference Proceedings. Furthermore, selected papers will be invited to Special Issues in Referred Journals.

ICNR2016 will take place in the Royal Residence of La Granja, Segovia, Spain, from October 18-21, 2016. The Royal Residence of La Granja is a beautiful small town just 11 kilometers from Segovia, at the foot of the Central System mountain chain. La Granja boasts a spectacular Parador (hotel) housed in the Casa de los Infantes (House of the Infantes), built by Charles III in the 18th century as a home for the infantes Gabriel and Antonio, and the headquarters of the Guardia de Corps, which contains a modern conference and convention center, just 55 minutes from Madrid. The hotel is in the heart of the Sierra de Guadarrama mountains, near the Royal Palace of La Granja, with its beautiful gardens and fountains, and the Royal Glass Factory, now the Museum of Glass. The Royal Palace of La Granja, built for Philip V, it has been called "the Versailles of Spain".

Important Dates

March 1, 2016: Deadline for proposals to organize workshops and special sessions
May 1, 2016: Deadline for abstract submission
June 15, 2016: Notification of Acceptance
July 15, 2016: Author Registration Deadline
July 15, 2016: Final Version Submission